
1 Introduction

Cyber-attacks are becoming more serious. In response, 
currently, research and development of various cyber secu-
rity technologies is advancing all over the world. Among 
them, several research and development projects have been 
advancing research and development and operation of wide 
area network monitoring technologies, for the purpose of 
understanding the situation of cyber-attacks on the Internet 
[1]–[5]. As a countermeasure against cyber-attacks, what is 
common to these projects is that they are concentrating on 
gathering information on attacks occurring all over the 
world over a wide scope and at a deep level, and under-
standing the situation globally.

Meanwhile, methods of cyber-attacks are becoming 
more and more complicated. Remote exploit attacks on OS 
and server applications are still active. Recent years have 
also brought a rapid increase in malware infections via 
applications such as web sites and emails, for example in 
drive-by download attacks.

In this way, various attack information and collection 
methods have been proposed according to the type of 
threat, in order to respond to cyber-attacks which flexibly 
change their attack targets. For attack information gather-
ing systems targeting remote exploit attacks, especially 
widely used systems are high-interaction and low-interac-
tion honeypots [6][7] that observe attacks as a vulnerable 
real host, and honeypots specialized for HTTP, SSH and 
DNS services, etc. Also, black hole monitoring [8][9] which 
observes the state of attack without any response to com-

munications from outside the network is easier to operate 
than a honeypot, so it is suitable for the network monitor-
ing over a wider scope, and is operated in many research 
projects.

In addition, web crawlers periodically searching each 
web server are being researched and developed in various 
organizations, as one of the countermeasures against drive-
by download attacks that attempt to intrude into clients by 
responses containing exploit code. It is possible to under-
stand the situation of the cyber-attacks on the Internet for 
the first time by installing these sensors widely in Japan 
and also overseas (or by sharing information closely with 
overseas organizations).

However, when operating a cyber-attack observation 
system constructed using these technologies, there is the 
problem that it is difficult to “see the desired attack with 
the optimum honeypot”. For example, in an environment 
where the honeypot is operated under a fixed IP address 
even if it has a wide area observation network, it is difficult 
to observe the attack in detail unless an attack comes to 
the IP address of that honeypot. Deep information cannot 
be obtained, unless attacks are observed with an optimal 
sensor in the form of a web server type honeypot if it is 
an attack in web communication, or an SSH server type 
honeypot if it is an attack in SSH communication. However, 
such flexible monitoring is difficult when operating by 
preexisting fixed IP addresses.

In addition, there are various issues in operation of 
sensors with logically and physically wide scope in this way. 
In particular, from the viewpoint of projects that construct 
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sensor networks in international wide area networks as in 
the above [1]–[5], the operational issues of a wide area 
network monitoring system are listed below.

Difficulty in obtaining a wide area darknet As mentioned 
earlier, black hole observation is suitable for wide area 
network monitoring due to its ease of operation, but it is 
a passive attack observation method, so in order to effec-
tively collect attack information, it should be applied to 
darknets (unused IP address groups) with wider ranges 
(e.g. /16 subnets, etc.). However, international IPv4 address 
resources are not abundant in many countries, so it is 
difficult to observe with a vast darknet like in previous 
research. Therefore, there is a need for technology used for 
observation that is effective even if there are few IP ad-
dresses (approximately 2 or 3).

Maintenance Cost If one cannot obtain a vast darknet 
suitable for black hole observation, and only few IP ad-
dresses can be used, one could set up high-interaction or 
low-interaction honeypots to collect deeper attack informa-
tion. However, these honeypot systems that perform de-
tailed observation by actually receiving attacks by decoys 
or emulators, on the other hand, require system configura-
tion and machine resources that are more complex than in 
black hole observation, so their maintenance costs for 
prevention of secondary infection and system troubleshoot-
ing tend to be higher.

IP address blacklisting problem When using the same IP 
address and operating the observation sensor for a long 
period of time, an attacker can detect that it is an observa-
tion network, that IP address is put on the attacker’s 
blacklist, and attackers avoid it. As a result, with honeypots, 
it can become more difficult to collect malware specimens, 
and especially with active sensors such as web crawlers, the 
access source addresses can be registered in attacker black-
lists, and access to attackers’ websites can be refused.

In response to these issues, in this research, we devel-
oped a GHOST sensor proactive cyber-attack observation 
platform. This uses physical machines and IP address re-
sources effectively, while having a sensor mechanism that 
allocates flexibly according to the attacker, with the aim of 
operating a sensor network stably and continuously. This 
method has virtual sensor technology and a mechanism for 
dynamic address allocation to honeypots as its main func-
tions, which makes it possible to integrally operate the 

various types of sensors described above.
In this paper, first, Section 2 describes previous research 

on operational technologies of attack observation networks. 
Next, Section 3 introduces the configuration and functions 
of the GHOST sensor which is the proposed system of this 
research. Section 4 investigates effects on collection of at-
tack information when the proposed method is actually 
used, examines feasibility of the proposed method, and 
evaluates the proposed method based on the implementa-
tion in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 provides a summary 
and describes future issues.

2 Related research

As cyber-attack observation techniques, in addition to 
[3][4][9] which mainly deal with black hole observations, 
many proposals are being made for the effective use of 
resources while operating honeypots [10]–[14]. Among 
them, Collapsar [11] proposed a honeypot operation 
technique which places so-called virtual sensors at observa-
tion sites in remote locations, only forwards packets to the 
analysis center (or the Internet), and operates high-inter-
action honeypots comprised of virtual machines in the 
analysis center.

 In addition to the functions of Collapsar, Potemkin 
[12] is configured so when an attack comes to a specific IP 
address, it dynamically launches a virtual machine having 
that IP address and responds. In addition to reducing 
consumption of machine resources by launching virtual 
machines only when necessary, it has virtual machines that 
correspond to all its IP addresses, so one can say that this 
effectively utilizes the IP addresses of the observation target.

On the other hand, SGNET [13] has a configuration 
similar to Collapsar and Potemkin. General server re-
sponses to queries from attackers are recorded in remote 
sensors, and they are responded to as much as possible, to 
reduce the amount of communications between observa-
tion sites and the analysis center. It is noteworthy that, in 
the case of an unknown query, it is possible to respond in 
real time by transferring the query to a real server on the 
center side.

All of these honeypot operation technologies are spe-
cialized for the purpose of effective use of resources in the 
operation of high-interaction honeypots and efficient 
sample acquisition, and one can say they are effective 
methods in those respects. However, at most approxi-
mately several thousand honeypot instances can be 
launched concurrently using advanced virtualization 
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technology. On the other hand, there are projects that 
observe tens of thousands of darknet addresses. However, 
even with advanced operation technology, it is expected 
that machine resources will be depleted when observing 
many attacks. Therefore, it is necessary to consider a 
method to use IP addresses as efficiently as possible with-
out waste. In addition, these operation technologies are 
mainly technologies that assume operation of passive type 
honeypots, so it is difficult to apply them as is to other 
observation methods. It is necessary to consider an opera-
tion method while also considering issues in observation 
by web crawlers as mentioned in the previous chapter.

3 GHOST sensor: A proactive cyber-attack 
observation platform

In response to the issues in related research listed in 
the previous chapter, our research dynamically assigns IP 
addresses to various network monitoring systems such as 
black hole sensors and web crawlers as well as high-inter-
action honeypots. We thus developed a GHOST (Global, 
Heterogeneous, and Optimized Sensing Technology) sen-
sor, a proactive cyber-attack observation platform that ef-
fectively utilizes physical and logical resources.

3.1 Outline
Figure 1 shows a diagram of the proposed system.
In the proposed system, as in the previous research by 

Collapsar etc., the actual sensors that were previously oper-
ated at remote observation sites are placed on the analysis 
center side (Fig. 1: Low-interaction Honeypot, High-
interaction Honeypot and Blackhole sensor). On the other 
hand, only the virtual sensors having the L3 proxy function 
(Fig. 1: Virtual sensor) are placed on the observation site 
side. The virtual sensors are focused only on forwarding 
received attack packets to the analysis center, and the ac-
tual sensors in the analysis center respond to specific at-
tacks.

The virtual sensor extends the L3 network (and IP 
address) provided at the observation site, through the VPN 
line until the analysis center. Therefore, it seems for the 
attacker that it is making an attack against the cooperating 
organization itself, but in reality all attacks are handled at 
the analysis center.

A major feature of the proposed system is that the 
connection manager (Fig. 1: Connection manager) dy-
namically allocates IP addresses according to various op-
erational policies, and enables dynamic attack observation, 
not only for honeypots, but also web crawlers, black hole 

Fig.F 1　GHOST sensors diagram
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sensors, etc. Furthermore, in order to prevent secondary 
infection to the outside via a high-interaction honeypot, it 
is necessary to set up a monitoring system with an IPS and 
firewall, etc.; until now, it was necessary to install these 
systems at each analysis site. In contrast, the proposed 
system can centrally manage this inside the analysis center.

3.2 Main components
The proposed system’s main components and their 

functions are described below.

Virtual Sensor The virtual sensor is an L3 proxy type sen-
sor program installed at an observation site that is geo-
graphically separate and is assumed to run on a virtual 
machine built on the physical machine of the observation 
site. The virtual sensor connects the VPN line by IPsec with 
the analysis center, encapsulates all packets destined for 
itself and transfers them to the analysis center. On the 
other hand, the response packets from the actual sensors 
in the analysis center are transmitted to the appropriate 
destinations.

Actual Sensors / Sensor Agents The actual sensors are 
comprised of black hole sensors, high-interaction / low-
interaction honeypots and various web crawlers, which 
were mentioned previously.  It can use either a physical 
machine or a virtual machine as the actual sensor, which 
differs from existing methods [11][12] which assume a 
virtual machine. This is because the sensor agents installed 
on all the actual sensors manage IP addresses on the ac-
tual sensors, whereas in previous research, this was man-
aged using a hypervisor of the virtual machine (when the 

“Agent Method” described in Subsection 3.3 is used). In 
accordance with messages of the connection manager, the 
sensor agent changes the IP address of the actual sensor in 
real time, and also has a function to periodically send 
statistical data such as the number of acquired specimens 
and number of packets to the connection manager.

Connection Manager The connection manager is installed 
at the boundary of the analysis center, and has a function 
of transferring packets from the virtual sensors to appro-
priate actual sensors, and returning the response packets 
to the virtual sensor side. Also, as the most important 
function, the connection manager transmits address change 
commands to sensor agents according to the profile of the 
attacker and the operating status of the actual sensor, and 
has the role of maintaining the optimum actual sensor 
configuration at all times. It is implemented according to 
allocation rules pre-described in the Lua language. A major 
feature of the proposed system is that the assignment rules 
can be defined by software in this way.

Gatekeeper A gatekeeper is installed between the actual 
sensor and the analysis center, and in particular, it monitors 
and controls traffic to the outside. By consolidating moni-
toring points in one place this way, it enables reduced 
burden of operations for preventing secondary infections. 
Here, for example, only control such as C&C communica-
tions by bots infected in actual sensors and connection 
confirmation communications to a well-known website are 
permitted, and other communications are cut off.

Fig.F 2　Dynamic IP address allocation by NAT method
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3.3 Investigation of address dynamic allocation 
function

As mentioned in the previous section, the connection 
manager has the function of forwarding the packets from 
virtual sensors to actual sensors, and changing the alloca-
tion of actual sensors’ IP addresses as necessary. For this 
case, the following investigation was done as a method of 
dynamically changing the address of the actual sensor.

Virtual Machine Method Potemkin [12], Dense Ship [14], 
etc. dynamically allocate IP addresses, utilizing features of 
virtual machines. In this case, dynamic IP address alloca-
tion is achieved in the form of launching a virtual machine 
corresponding to an arbitrary IP address in real time. On 
the other hand, in this research, it is necessary to use not 
only virtual machines but also physical machines as actual 
sensor platforms, so this method requiring virtual machines 
is not suitable.

NAT Method A fixed address is permanently allocated to 
the actual sensor, and the connection manager switches the 
correspondence between the virtual sensor and the actual 
sensor by NAT conversion (Fig. 2). It can be achieved by 
switching the NAT table without dynamically changing 
settings on the actual sensor side, so there is an advantage 
that it is possible to allocate faster than in other methods. 
However, if the actual sensor has an advanced environment 
such as a high-interaction honeypot, the attacker may 
notice a difference between the attack target IP address and 
the actual sensor IP address.

DHCP Method The connection manager becomes a DHCP 

server, distributing an arbitrary IP address to the actual 
sensor in an extremely short time, and dynamically chang-
ing the allocation as necessary. This is effective in that there 
is no need to change the actual sensor side. However, it is 
inappropriate in this research, because it takes at least time 
in the order of seconds to change the IP address.

Agent Method A sensor agent resident on the OS of the 
agent type actual sensor dynamically allocates IP addresses, 
by receiving messages from the connection manager 
(Fig. 3).

The sensor agent runs on the OS, so high-speed address 
switching becomes possible. In addition to switching ad-
dresses, it is also possible to more flexibly control the ac-
tual sensor, for example, by an agent imitating actions of a 
real user. The sensor agent constantly checks the status of 
the target actual sensor, and is controlled to not change the 
address if, for example, an arbitrary TCP session is being 
established. However, in the event of an attack or the like 
that hinders communication of all other processes, any 
control cannot be performed, so it is necessary to consider 
a backup system such as combining with other methods.

Considering the above points comprehensively, this 
research adopts a dynamic IP address switching method in 
both NAT method and agent method, and implements both 
these forms so switching can be achieved by settings of the 
GHOST sensor.

4 Advance survey

In this research, before implementation of the proposed 

Fig.F 3　Dynamic IP address allocation by agent method
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system, we investigated the effects of the proposed system 
on attack observation. In the proposed system, it is the 
actual sensor in the analysis center that makes the actual 
responses to all attacks. Therefore, all the packets pass 
between the virtual sensor and the analysis center, and a 
corresponding round trip delay will occur. Therefore, in 
this research, we examined how round-trip delay during 
communication affects collection of attack information.

The authors assume that a virtual sensor is installed 
overseas using the proposed system, and the observation 
range is expanded. There may be a large delay of several 
hundred milliseconds to overseas, so this evaluation inves-
tigated effects of delays on specimen collection in an envi-
ronment introducing a one-way 500 millisecond delay.

4.1 Effect on attack caused by round-trip delay 
between sensor and gate

In this evaluation, we installed a delay generator on the 
upstream interface of the low-interaction honeypot which 
consists of high-interaction and low-interaction honeypots 
(Nepenthes) configured as a real machine in Windows XP. 
Then, by intentionally generating delays, we constructed an 
environment similar to the proposed system. In this state, 
observation was carried out for 10 days from August 16 to 
25, 2011. Compared with the case of no delays, we verified 

changes in the number of specimens acquired, the number 
of attacks (exploit establishment), and the number of TCP 
sessions.

Figure 4 is a graph showing the number of attacks and 
number of TCP establishment sessions in the low-interac-
tion honeypots from July 1 to August 25, 2011. Note that 
the low-interaction honeypots observe 245 IP addresses. 
Basically, regardless of whether they are high-interaction / 
low-interaction honeypots or black hole sensors, the hon-
eypots passively wait for attacks, so the information that 
can be observed per day varies widely from day to day. 
Therefore, we decided to check by obtaining the moving 
average. It can be seen that the average per day is ap-
proximately 1.2 million TCP sessions, and approximately 
15,000 attacks during the period when the delay generator 
was installed (shaded part starting August 16). This is 
lower than before August 16 when the delay generator was 
not yet installed, but it is also possible to see that the 
number of attacks that were on a downward trend, that 
downward trend continues to decrease.

Figure 5 shows the number of specimens obtained and 
the number of TCP sessions established, when observations 
were made under the same conditions as described above, 
for a high-interaction honeypots observing with three IP 
addresses. In the high-interaction honeypots, after the 

Fig.F 4　Status of attack observation in low-interaction honeypot
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delay generator was installed, the moving average is 35 to 
40 samples obtained per day, and approximately 400,000 to 
500,000 sessions established per day; it can be confirmed 
that these are approximately the same amounts as in the 
period before the delay generator was installed.

4.2 Discussion on round trip delay
When we introduced a one-way delay of 500 millisec-

onds on two types of honeypot sensors and looked at the 
15 day moving average, we confirmed that the detected 
attacks were roughly comparable to the period before the 
delay was introduced. If the delay affects the number of 
attacks etc., then it should show a sharp drop starting the 
day in which the delay generator was installed. However, 
even with actual measurements each day, there were many 
days on which values recorded were about the same as they 
were before the delay generator was installed. From this, it 
was found that the round-trip delay between the virtual 
sensor and the analysis center does not significantly affect 
the attack observation rate.

5 Evaluation

Based on the investigation until now, we implemented 
prototype GHOST sensor, constructed a small scale obser-

vation environment, and actually connected it to the 
Internet to perform a demonstration experiment. In this 
environment, a black hole sensor and a low-interaction 
honeypots are installed as a sensor, and an allocation rule 
was adopted that uses the low-interaction honeypots (more 
sophisticated than a black hole sensor) for newer attackers 
(source IP address). New source IP addresses are handled 
by the low-interaction honeypots, and other (known) at-
tackers are sent to the black hole sensor, which reduces the 
opportunities in the low-interaction honeypots to collect 
duplicate malware samples from the same IP address.

Therefore, in this evaluation work, we evaluated how 
few of the same malware, that is, uniqueness of the ob-
served samples, in the low-interaction honeypot of the 
experimental environment. In terms of effective use of 
resources, one of the important objectives of the GHOST 
sensor, we evaluated the utilization ratios of sensors and 
IP addresses.

5.1 Experimental environment
Figure 6 shows a diagram of the experiment environ-

ment.
In this experiment, in order to confirm the effectiveness 

of the GHOST sensor, we prepared two environments: one 
using the GHOST sensor (GS environment) and another 

 

Number of sessions established (left axis) 
Number of sessions established (15 day 
moving average) 

Number of samples (right axis) 
Number of samples (15 day 
moving average) 

Fig.F 5　Status of attack observation in low-interaction honeypot
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not using GS (non-GS environment). In addition, we used 
a Dionaea low-interaction honeypot (high priority) and 
darknet sensor (low priority) as the sensor group. Each of 
the GS and non-GS environments has eight interactive 
honeypots and one darknet sensor installed. For IP ad-
dresses used for observation, in order to compare in more 
similar environments, we divided single global class C (/24 
subnet) addresses into four (/26 subnets of A, B, C, D), 
then allocated A and C to the GS environment, and B and 
D to the non-GS environment. In the GS environment, 
these addresses are dynamically allocated to the sensor by 
a function of the GHOST sensor. In the non-GS environ-
ment, one static IP address is allocated to each of eight 
low-interaction honeypots, and the others are allocated to 
the black hole sensor.

In this environment, attack observations were made in 
24 hours from 0:00:00 November 19, 2013 to 23:59:59 
November 20, 2013. As a parameter of IP address alloca-
tion in the GS environment, each sensor is set to auto-
matically release the IP address 300 seconds after the IP 
address is allocated. In addition, IP addresses (of the known 
host) registered in the processed database are set to be 
deleted 5 hours after registration.

5.2 Evaluation: Uniqueness of samples obtained
In this section, we focus on the hash values of malware 

specimens obtained by the Dionaea low-interaction honey-
pots, and verify the uniqueness of the specimens obtained. 
Each of the eight interactive honeypots installed in the GS 
/ non-GS environments independently collects specimens, 
and a specimen with hash value that was not obtained by 
any of the other seven units is defined here as a unique 
specimen. For reference, Tables 1 and 2 show the malware 
specimens actually obtained in each of the low-interaction 
honeypots in the GS environment (d1 a - d2 d), and each 
of the low-interaction honeypots in the non-GS environ-
ment (d3 a - d4 d), and each of their hash values.

In each table, the specimens indicated by underlined 
bold text are unique specimens obtained only by that 
honeypot. Table 3 shows the number of specimens obtained 
in both GS and non-GS environments and the number of 
unique specimens among in them and their proportions.

The number of specimens obtained in the GS and non-
GS environments were relatively close, at 33 and 37, 
whereas the number of unique specimens among them 
were 17 (51.5%) in GS, nearly double the 9 (24.3%) in 
non-GS. On the contrary, looking at non-unique speci-
mens, we obtained 76.7% of the specimens were non-unique 
in the non-GS environment, so we see that more duplicate 
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Honeypot Hash

d1a 3c3011089708c7a49346f648f1e79384

9b175f5f727bcf1153e1aaf99798556a

4f37e1e3ab27feba48038ea03dc55901

65de48b370a61412435074479c6219fc

d1b 3c3011089708c7a49346f648f1e79384

9b175f5f727bcf1153e1aaf99798556a

9521d5fe45b1211e886da8b7ba813ac3

cc32d0ee45e3f69e4e9b689c8c01c01c

4d56562a6019c05c592b9681e9ca2737

ffb4628a96fa19abab9bbded0324fecd

64b4345a946bc9388412fedd53fb21cf

7867de13bf22a7f3e3559044053e33e7

d1c 3c3011089708c7a49346f648f1e79384

8535926634662a4e332121a6d2b01032

d1d 3c3011089708c7a49346f648f1e79384

eb073edcb3340705a0a45f1d14231d47

a4619b7dc17f18ef00b714db37a0ef19

cb4c05cae975d30d7cac15df3cdbfe3e

64b4345a946bc9388412fedd53fb21cf

TableT 1　Samples obtained in GS environment

Honeypot Hash

d2a 3c3011089708c7a49346f648f1e79384

ebfaf4383932b3ef39f1b29e1e574459

9a1f8268805f01a7c3e0bfce07111cf4

d2b 92675d3f5d76e4170230d1c0294f7be9

4d56562a6019c05c592b9681e9ca2737

e5db14583694d3ff53d3b0b9c95d82b0

3c3011089708c7a49346f648f1e79384

d2c 3c3011089708c7a49346f648f1e79384

b202f4b1bdbb2615bb579d64fecd76a6

7a676b8a1ad9d1efdde6ad9b0a663960

7867de13bf22a7f3e3559044053e33e7

d2d 3c3011089708c7a49346f648f1e79384

76e669836f48491f118c8e41c678e230

b7d4ed11a02cd3f4867299640e1e52a8

TableT 2　Samples obtained in Non-GS environment

Honeypot Hash
d3a 3c3011089708c7a49346f648f1e79384

e616b165d15a59d672918bf920d4faab

c0fa3206395854b1eb55c47edd7011b5

c443480243fbbd8cb11ade4ecdff1d45

ffc8c1873be79006b4b221fe27e655e9

7867de13bf22a7f3e3559044053e33e7

d3b 3c3011089708c7a49346f648f1e79384

e616b165d15a59d672918bf920d4faab

3c4351bc00f07b94d0fd189d2419d742

c0fa3206395854b1eb55c47edd7011b5

7867de13bf22a7f3e3559044053e33e7

d3c 3c3011089708c7a49346f648f1e79384

e616b165d15a59d672918bf920d4faab

c5862fe0aeb55594e1f74aa9cfbaa2a8

c0fa3206395854b1eb55c47edd7011b5

7867de13bf22a7f3e3559044053e33e7

d3d 3c3011089708c7a49346f648f1e79384

e616b165d15a59d672918bf920d4faab

a0194a481b12c590acd6bd8228b4c6d3

c0fa3206395854b1eb55c47edd7011b5

7867de13bf22a7f3e3559044053e33e7

Honeypot Hash
d4a 3c3011089708c7a49346f648f1e79384

e616b165d15a59d672918bf920d4faab

207704c559f7b91f24b1b77f0f702da1

7867de13bf22a7f3e3559044053e33e7

d4b 3c3011089708c7a49346f648f1e79384

e616b165d15a59d672918bf920d4faab

42801cfe875896daa5a6990b57567bad

7867de13bf22a7f3e3559044053e33e7

d4c 3c3011089708c7a49346f648f1e79384

e616b165d15a59d672918bf920d4faab

114567ed87eb9723d7be3e9a66fd70d9

7867de13bf22a7f3e3559044053e33e7

d4d 3c3011089708c7a49346f648f1e79384

e616b165d15a59d672918bf920d4faab

41c64356a9618a31785e505e5048047c

7867de13bf22a7f3e3559044053e33e7
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specimens are obtained from the same attack source (com-
pared to in the GS environment).

5.3 Evaluation of IP address usage efficiency
In this experiment, one class C (/24 subnet) of IP ad-

dresses (256 IP addresses) was divided into four, and two 
blocks (128 IP addresses) were each allocated to the GS 
and non-GS environments, then observed. Figure 7 shows 
the result of investigation from the connection manager log 
on how long the 128 IP addresses of the GS environment 
were allocated to the low-interaction honeypots.

In Figure 7, the X axis shows the ratios of the number 
of seconds each IP address was allocated to the low-inter-
action honeypot, divided by the total observation period 
(24 hours: 172,800 seconds). There was some variation, but 
we found that IP addresses were generally used between 
3% and 5% of the time. This indicates that, as a result of 
the attacker scanning across the entire target network, the 
attack destination IP addresses were allocated evenly to the 
honeypots. The usage ratios of IP addresses 1 to 5 are 
higher than others because the opportunities for these IP 

addresses to be attacked are probabilistically higher.
From the above, we confirmed that this method can 

operate any honeypot with any IP address, in contrast to 
existing methods which can only use IP addresses stati-
cally allocated to honeypots.

5.4 Evaluation of machine operating efficiency
Similar to the evaluation of the IP address usage rate 

in Subsection 5.3, this section evaluates the operation ratio 
of the honeypot machines. The operation ratio of the 
honeypot machines in the GHOST sensor can be calcu-
lated by measuring the time when the IP addresses were 
allocated to the honeypots. Table 4 shows the ratio of the 
time the IP address was assigned to each honeypot (d1 a 
to d2 d), divided by the total observation period (24 hours: 
172,800 seconds) in the GS environment.

As a result of the verification, we found that the utiliza-
tion ratio of each honeypot machine is constant at 37%. In 

Fig.F 7　IP address usage ratios

 

IP address (/25 segment ascending order) 

U
sa

ge
 ra

tio
 

GS 
Environment

Non-GS 
Environment

Total no. of samples 33 37
No. of unique samples 22 13
Unique sample ratio 66.7% 35.1%
Non-unique sample ratio 33.3% 64.9%

TableT 3　Ratios of unique samples obtained in both environments

Honeypot Time (second)
Utilization Ratio

(/ 172800 second)
d1a 64062.673 37%
d1b 64062.200 37%
d1c 63882.519 37%
d1d 63882.670 37%
d2a 63882.079 37%
d2b 63882.976 37%
d2c 64062.588 37%
d2d 63882.710 37%

TableT 4　Honeypot machine usage efficiency
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a more detailed investigation, we see that one honeypot has 
an IP address allocated in a frequency of once (responds 
to attack) approximately each 5 to 10 minutes (average 7 
minutes and 45 seconds). This confirmed that if this 
method is used, it can operate at a constant rate, in contrast 
to previous methods where the honeypot machine does not 
operate unless an attack arrives at the corresponding IP 
address, wasting computation resources.

However, from the viewpoint of efficient use of ma-
chines, it is desirable that these utilization ratios are close 
to 100%. Therefore, we found it necessary to adjust the 
number of IP addresses and honeypot machines to ap-
propriate numbers.

6 Conclusion

Several network monitoring projects are being imple-
mented internationally in order to follow complex network 
systems and their threats, but there are various problems 
in their operation. In order to solve problems in the op-
eration of network monitoring systems, this research pro-
posed a proactive cyber-attack observation platform 
GHOST sensor. In the proposed system, we designed vir-
tual sensor technology, and designed it to enable flexible 
attack observation by dynamically allocating addresses to 
various actual sensors. As an evaluation before implemen-
tation, we investigated the effects of delay on specimen 
collection, and confirmed that the round trip delay between 
sensors and gates does not significantly affect observations 
of attacks. Furthermore, we constructed an evaluation en-
vironment consisting of Class C IP addresses and eight 
low-interaction honeypots etc., and confirmed that new 
specimens are gathered according to allocation rules, and 
showed the effectiveness of this method.

Currently, the GHOST sensor is incorporated in 
NICTER’s observation network and full-scale operation is 
being carried out. From now on, we plan to apply effective 
sensor allocation rules more flexibly so we can “see the 
attacks you want to see with the optimal honeypots”.
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